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In the bag

Ingredient distributor adds manufacturing, installs bulk bag
discharger-sifter-packaging systems
The operator then connects the bag
spout to a Spout-Lock clamp ring that
creates a sealed connection between
the clean side of the spout and the clean
side of a Tele-Tube telescoping tube, pro-

it purchased
three ribbon
blenders to mix

frame extension arms that raise and
elongate the bag as it empties to further
promote complete discharge.

combinations
of dry ingredients, including

The blended material flows from the
bulk bag into an 8-cu.-ft . floor hopper
designed for powdery, semi-free-flow-

tecting the integrity of the blended mixture. As the tube then lowers, it keeps
the spout taut, promoting flow and total
evacuation while preventing dust. The
discharger also includes Pop-Top upper

flours, sugars
and fi ne granular products, as well as
a packaging line to fi ll, heat-seal and

ing materials. A pneumatic turbine
vibrator on the hopper aids flow. The
hopper feeds a 15-ft .-long, 4.5-in. O.D.

uted ingredients to the baking and
food processing industry. The company
currently operates a production facility
in New Jersey and an international dis-

palletize 50-lb. bags or cartons.

flexible screw conveyor inclined at 45°,
which transfers material to a 12-in.
diameter circular separator mounted
above another hopper, from which the

tribution center in Puerto Rico.
“We’re a food ingredient manufacturer specializing in dough conditioners,

Since the combined output of the ribbon
blenders exceeded that of the packaging
system, KB Ingredients decided to store

product gravity feeds to the packaging
machine below.

bakery concentrates, premixes and toll
dry blending,” says CEO Brad Keating.
KB also does liquid processing and
repackages liquid sweeteners.

blended material in bulk bags for subsequent packaging. Each blender now
discharges mixed product into palletized bulk bags that weigh 1,000 to 2,500

SECOND SYSTEM EXPANDS
CAPACITY

lbs. depending on material density.
When needed, the bulk bags are
unloaded using a Bulk-Out BFF bulk
bag discharger supplied by Flexicon
Corp. An operator slides the bag’s four
lifting straps into Z-Clip strap holders
on the bag lifting frame, which is

discharger in 2017.
“At the time, we didn’t need the capacity,” says Keating, “but now our volume
is picking up to where we’re utilizing
them both.”
The second system incorporates the
bulk bag discharger, a 24-in. diameter

raised by forklift and placed into
top-mounted receiving cups atop the
frame’s four posts.

vibratory screener and a packaging
machine, all stacked in a 17-ft .-high
discharger frame. The high ceiling in

Since 2003, KB Ingredients has
sourced, mixed, packaged and distrib-

FROM DISTRIBUTION TO
MANUFACTURING
Although the company was originally
a distributor only, it chose to branch
out to the manufacturing side in 2015,
offering customized ingredient blends,
PHOTO COURTESY OF FLEXICON

To prevent
bottlenecks,
Flexicon Corp.
helped KB
Ingredients
store blended
material in
bulk bags for
subsequent
packaging.

premixed dough conditioners and toll
blending.
To house the new manufacturing line,
the company erected a mixing production room with a 28-ft . ceiling at its
New Jersey facility. For the new space,
August 2019

BULK BAG SYSTEM PREVENTS
BOTTLENECKS

To provide redundancy, the company
added a second model BFF bulk bag

FOR MORE INFORMATION, VISIT WWW.FLEXICON.COM
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DRY PROCESSING TECHNOLOGY
the process room allows this arrangement, Keating points
out, minimizing footprint. A bulk bag is loaded into the dis-

“The systems are essentially maintenance-free with
few moving parts,” says Keating. “The only thing on the

charger by forklift as with the original discharger, except the
operator climbs a step ladder to access the higher bag spout
connection.
To control ﬂow to the sifter, the bag spout interface is ﬁtted with a Power-Cincher ﬂow control valve containing four
elliptically shaped cincher bars that converge and overlap to
allow partial or complete closure of the bulk bag spout. The

flexible screw conveyor that you have to maintain is the 3
hp motor.”
“We are cautious about cross-contamination because allergens are present,” Keating says.
Cleaning takes two to three hours, including the hoppers,
ﬂexible screw conveyor, screeners and packaging machine.
KB Ingredients uses the original discharging system with

discharger also incorporates Flow-Flexer bag activators that
raise and lower opposite bottom edges of the bag to promote
material ﬂow and total evacuation.

ﬂexible screw conveyor for longer production runs where
changeover time has less impact, and the newer discharging
system for shorter runs.

VOLUMETRIC FEEDER
Acrison Inc. • www.acrison.com
Able to feed 0.4- to 0.75-in.-long, strand-type materials that con-

BATCHING CONTROLLER

tain small amounts of moisture, the Acrison Model 905-18 304

Sterling Systems & Controls Inc. • www.sterlingcontrols.com

stainless steel volumetric feeder has a 5-cu.-ft. supply hopper

A semiautomatic system, the Sterling Aﬀordable batching con-

with a distribution trough that empties onto a slow-moving

troller includes automated operator instructions/prompting,

metering/conveyor belt with 2 pile depth control and leveling

ingredient validation and lot tracking, and automatic weighing

mechanisms. A proportional relationship between the meter-

with over/under tolerance control. The PC and touchscreen dis-

ing/conveyor belt and the 2 leveling mechanisms allows them

play ask the operator to weigh ingredients, while the controller

to operate independently. A rotating dispersing mechanism

sequences him or her through a formula, one ingredient at time.

operating at the discharge end of the belt produces a uniform
ﬂow of material oﬀ the belt.

POWDER AGGLOMERATION
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PARTICULATE MONITORING
BinMaster • www.binmaster.com
Dust Alert Model DD-3000 is designed with integrated elec-

Glatt Air Techniques Inc. (GAT) • www.glatt.com

tronics and a sensing probe that uses inductive electriﬁcation

GF ModFlex transfers ﬁne powders and powder mixtures into

technology to detect and alert—via an alarm relay or 4-20

uniformly porous, practically dust-free, highly soluble and me-

mA output—when dust emissions exceed a preset point. This

terable granulates in an endless loop. Multistep and multizone

sensitive method minimizes the inﬂuence of sensor contamina-

processes oﬀer almost unlimited freedom in product design.

tion, particulate velocity change or temperature drift. Designed

The Atex-compliant concept, equipped with WIP cleaning, can

to save time, reduce maintenance and prevent downtime, this

be installed within 12 days. The system incorporates its Glatt-

unit is suitable for baghouse leak detection or installed in

View Varia control system.

stacks, ducts or pipes.
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